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MAYOR ENDS RE-ELECTION CAMPAIGN -Seattle
Mayor Ed Murray announced on Tuesday that he
will not move forward with his campaign for re-
election. In a press conferenceyesterday morning,
Murray cited the sex abuse allegations brought
forth by three different men dating back to the
1980s as his reason for ending the campaign.
While Murray maintains his innocence, he said
that ifhe were to continue his run for re-election,
the mayoral race would be focused on the
“scandal” rather than on the issues. “It tears me
to pieces to step away, but I believe it is in the best
interest of this city that I love,” Murray said at the
press conference according to The Seattle Times.
Murray will serve the rest ofhis term, which ends
in December.
NORTH KOREA MAKES ALLEGATIONS AGAINST
THE US AND SOUTH KOREA-North Korea
accused South Korea and the United States of
being involved in an assassination attempt against
the North Korean leader, Kim Jong-un. The North
has warned the two countries ofa possible counter
attack to come. Their allegations state that the
government uncovered a terrorist group armed
with biochemical agents who had connections
to the CIA and South Korea. The official North
Korean news agency gave a statement saying
that South Korea’s National Intelligence had
hired a North Korean logger to kill Jong-un.
Both the U.S. and South Korea have refuted the
allegations as standing with no proper evidence.
The relationship between the three countries has
been particularly rife with tension lately following
North Korea’s continued missile tests and nuclear
bomb threats.
NEWS
PUERTO RICO FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY-On
Wednesday, Puerto Rico sought a form of
bankruptcy relief in federal court. This is the first
time in history that a United States territory has
filed for bankruptcy. Puerto Rico, which has been
in economic decline since 2006, has accrued about
$123 billion dollars in debt, $74billion of which is
bond debt and $49 billion in unfunded pension
obligations. The immediate effects include loss of
pension plans and theslowing ofpublic health and
infrastructure projects. The nation’s creditors filed
lawsuits against Puerto Rico on Tuesday, filing its
bankruptcy request a day after. The next step is for
the Supreme Court to designate a federal district
judge to handle the case. A decision, which is
being watched very carefullyby creditors whofear
they will be getting back way less than what they
are owed annually. At the moment, $800 million
a year contributed to principal and interest on
Puerto Rico’s bond debt, which is far less than the
roughly $3.5 billion a year it would cost to make
those payments on time.
JAMES COMEY DISMISSED FROM FBI -President
Trump fired James Comey from his position as
director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) on Tuesday, according to the New York
Times. White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer
said in a conference yesterday that Attorney
General JeffSessions recommended the dismissal.
Just last week, a Senate Judiciary Committee
hearing decided that Comey mishandled the
investigation of Hillary Clinton’s private email
server. In a letter to Comey on Tuesday, President
Trump said, “It is essential that, we find new
leadership for theFBI that restores public trust and
confidence in its vital law enforcement mission.”
FBI officials said on Tuesday that they were not
made immediately aware of Comey’sdismissal.
HOUSE VOTES TO REPEAL THE AFFORDABLE
CARE ACT-On Thursday, May 4 the House of
Representatives approved legislation to remove
and replace major sections of the Affordable
Care Act. It was a narrow win for Republicans
with a 217-213 vote. The GOP continues to push
the measure as they attempt to unravel Obama’s
mandatory health care program. While they won
themajority in the House, some speculate they will
face great difficulty in Senate, as many Republican
senators have stated that they will immediately
reject the legislation. However, this may not stop
the repeals from accruing, as many Republican
Senate members are attempting to create a similar
bill that will soften the rollback ofMedicaid to an
extent, but will keep other parts of the bill intact.
Ifapproved in the Senate, the new bill will go back
to the House for approval.
POLICE OFFICER CHARGED FOR KILLING BLACK
TEENAGER IN TEXAS SUBURB-Dallas police
officer Roy Oliver was charged with murder on
Friday, about a week afterhe shot his rifle into a car
filled with teenagers an<J killed Jordan Edwards, a
black 15-year-old. On the night of the shooting,
Oliver and his partner were called to a house party
in the suburbs for a report on underage drinking.
They entered the residence but quickly departed.
A car with five black teenagersbegan to drive away
and Oliver, who is a white 37-year-old male, fired
his rifle into the car, fatally hitting Edwards. Oliver
was fired on Tuesday for violation of police policy,
followed by a warrant for his arrest that went out
Friday. That night, Oliver turned himself into the
authorities. The event has been used to fuel the
debate on police brutality and both explicit and
institutionalized racism within the police force.
Erika can be reached at
esilva@su-spectator.com
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SU HEALTHCARE DEBATE PROVIDES CONTEXT, NEW PERSPECTIVES
Josh Merchant
Staff Writer
For many Seattle University students,
the Affordable Care Act has been in
place for almost a third of their lives.
Now, as the conversation around
health care re-enters the political
sphere, they may feel lost in the
terminology, rhetoric and convoluted
legal jargon.
In order to make this conversation
accessible for these students,
Washington Policy Center’s Young
Professionals club at Seatde U
hosted a debate on healthcare reform
on Thursday.
This debate featured two people
arguing for market-based healthcare,
meaning healthcare left to insurance
companies and the free market, and
two people arguing for a single-
payer system, which means that the
government pays for healthcare,
removing insurance companies from
the situation entirely.
Rhonda Meadows, Executive Vice
President of Population Health at
Providence Health and Services,
moderated the event.
The panelists included board
memberof Whole Washington Vivian
Queija and Washington State Senator
Karen Keiser in favor of single-payer
healthcare, and Policy Analyst Roger
Stark and President of the Galen
Institute Grace-Marie Turner in favor
of market-based healthcare.
Patrick McGarry Jr., President of
WPC Young Professionals at Seattle
U, said the university’s chapter
hosted this event in hope of creating
dialogue surrounding this current and
controversial topic.
He added that both sides of this
conversation have valid points,
so he believes it’s important for
students to understand the bases for
these arguments.
At the debate, both sides made clear
that they believe everyoneshould have
access to healthcare; they disagreed
when it came to how that access
should be expanded.
Those on the single-payer
side argued that in order to
expand healthcare coverage to
everyone,
it’s
necessary to remove
insurance companies as mediators
seeking profits.
On the market-based side,
however, Stark argued that while
everyone should have access to
healthcare, he didn’t believe that it
was the government’s place to ensure
that access.
“I think everyone in this room can
agree that healthcare is a necessity
of life,” Stark said. “But so are food
and shelter and clothing. Those are
other necessities of life. And think
about this for a minute: we don’t
have our employers, we don’t have
the government, paying for our food,
shelter and clothing.”
Stark and Turner also argued that
the competitive market would result
in higher quality care and lower prices.
“We have so many examples in this
country of really amazing things that
our economy can do when people are
givenchoice,” Turner said.
Stark added an analogy that over
the several decades since cell phones
were first invented, the free market
has driven down prices and improved
what cell phones are capable of.
Queija, however, took issue withthis
analogy, as well as a later comparison
of health insurance to automobile
insurance along this same vein.
“You know what, I don’t feel like
my body is comparable to a car,”
Queija said. “That’s a commodity; my
body isn’t.”
Queija argued further that single-
payer is effective in that it takes what
she says is a 600 percent profit margin
right now and uses it for innovation
and research, rather than just being
part of a paycheck.
Stark concluded by arguing that the
root of the problems with healthcare
in the U.S. and worldwide is the
shortage of healthcare services.
“In every industrialized country, the
demand for healthcare far outweighs
the supply of healthcare,” Stark said.
As a result, he said, someone needs
to make the decision of who gets
which operations and how much they
will cost,
“Either the government bureaucrats
will decide that, or individualpatients
as consumers ofhealthcare will decide
that,” he said.
One of the attendees, first-year
political science major Andrea
Escobar went to the event because
she wanted to find some clarity and
to hear from both sides. She said this
was especially important because of
the recent conversations surrounding
defunding Medicaid and repealing the
Affordable Care Act.
However, after hearing from both
sides of the debate, Escobar said her
opinion didn’t change.
“[The market-based argument] just
seemed like it was more about the
money,” she said. “The single payer, I
felt like they were a lot more likely to
see what the people wanted and what’s
best for all types of people, of all sorts
of economic backgrounds. So that
didn’t really change, and ifanything it
emphasized more that single-payer is
May 10. 2017
what I think we need.”
Escobar expressed disappointment,
however, with the turnout, and she
encouraged more students to be
engagedwith these issues inthe future.
“People really need to go to these
things,” she said. “I feel like a lot of
people feel like they don’t need to
hear the other side, but I think it’s
really important for them to be there
and show up, and just show interest
because it’s something that’s gonna
pertain to them no matter what.”
Josh may be reached at
jmerchant@su-spectator.com
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SU STUDENTS SHUT DOWN CHASE BANK, KEYSTONE PIPELINE
Nick Turner
News & Managing Editor
It was a typicalMonday morning at the
Chase Bank on Marion and Madison
Street. Cars drove by as customers
went in and out of the bank to deposit
checks, withdraw money, refinance
loans.. .It wasn’t until Kiran Oommen
showed up—with a group of Seattle
University students in tow—that this
harmony was disrupted.
These students were part of Seattle
Us unofficial Anarchists Club, and
they were there to protest Chase Bank’s
funding of the Keystone Pipeline, an
oil system that will transport crude
oil from the Western Canadian
Sedimentary Basin in Alberta, Canada
to refineries in Illinois and Texas
once completed.
At the same time, environmental
activists across Seattle occupied
and closed 12 different Chase Bank
locations in Fremont, Wedgwood,
Northgate, the U District, Queen
Anne, the Central District, downtown
and Capitol Hill to protest the
Keystone XL pipeline.
The Seattle Police Department
reported 26 arrests, including
a candidate for city council.
A climate justice group called
350 Seattle organized the
citywide effort.
It Was a quarter past eleven o’clock
when the students showed up at the
bank just up the hill from campus.
They were all holding flyers, signs and
hand drawn posters.
Sierra Ganellen, a second-year
sociology major at Seattle U, was the
first to arrive. They marched through
the front door and demanded that
their fundsbe withdrawn immediately
from the bank, but they were denied
this request and was promptly guided
outside by a security guard who then
locked the door and lowered the
security barrier.
The bank employees, ever present
and ready to provide service a minute
ago, were nowhere to be seen. The
bank was deserted. Unperturbed, the
students hunkered down outside and
began to unfurl their posters and hand
6 NEWS
out pamphlets to people walking by.
“To show them that I don’t stand for
this, that they will lose customers and
that this is a potential consequence
for their investment in fossil fuels,”
Ganellen said, explaining why they
asked to withdraw their funds. “I want
to scare them.”
In 2015, former president Barack
Obama rejected the fourth phase
of the plan, known as Keystone XL,
which would allow the pipeline to
pass through Montana, South Dakota,
Nebraska and parts of Kansas.
On January 24, 2017, President
Donald Trump signed presidential
memoranda meant to revive
Keystone XL and the Dakota Access
pipeline in addition to expediting the
environmental review process.
The pipeline, which was
commissioned in 2010, is owned solely
by the TransCanada Corporation
and quickly became a symbol of the
growing environmental movement
and fight against climate change and
the fossil fuel industry.
The students had manyinteractions
with pedestrians, drivers and other
passersby while they occupied the
space in front of the bank. Some
onlookers stopped and shook their
NICK TURNER • THE SPECTATOR
Sierra Ganellen (right) holds a sign protesting Chase Bank'sfunding ofthe Keystone pipeline.
hands, others shrugged them off.
Some honked in support, others in
annoyance. In either case, Oommen
said, the point was to demand the
bank’s divestment from the fossil
fuel industry.
Oommen explained, standing just
a few feet away from the entrance
to the bank, that anarchism has a
bad rep. His developing club, the
Anarchists of Seattle U, is a direct-
action team made up of students from
an array of different political beliefs,
not all of which strictly prescribe to
the principles of anarchism. Direct
action is rooted in anarchy, Oommen
explained, and he hopes that his efforts
will override the negative stereotype
forced upon members of his club to
demonstrate, ultimately, that people
can take care of themselves and look
out for each other.
“[We are] standing in solidarity
with the indigenous and low income
communities that are going to be
directly affected by the pipeline,”
Oommen said. “We are reaching out
to the bank to appeal to their any
sense of dignity.”
As the students held their ground—-
chanting their chants and singing their
songs—a group of four suited men
walked by. One of the students offered
them a pamphlet, asking whether they
knew about the relationship between
Chase Bank and theKeystone pipeline.
“I’m totally in favor ofthe pipeline,”
the suited man said in response.
His colleagues chuckled as they
walked away.
Minutes later a woman started a
conversation with the students, asking
with a clear, energetic voice, “How can
I help?”
Oommen and the others were
delighted. They asked the woman if
she has a bank account with Chase, to
which she replied, “Hell no!”
“On the smallest level, I hope that
people start to think about it and
eventually do some of their own
research,” Ganellen said, explaining
what they hoped people would take
away from their demonstration.
“A little listening would be nice.”
Nick may be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
SGSU WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS FOR 2017-18 SCHOOL YEAR
Tess Owen
StaffWriter
Student Government of Seattle
University (SGSU) held elections last
week for positions for the upcoming
academic year. The new
members are
excited to start their terms in SGSU,
and look forward to representing the
student body.
Pa Ousman Jobe
Meet your new SGSU Student Body
President! Jobe is currently a junior
business economics and finance major
who is excited to grow with his fellow
students who have a lot to say and he
wants to share his seat at the table with
them. In his new role as President,
he would like to continue the work
he has been doing at SGSU, as well
as advocate for other discussions on
campus, like greater transparency in
policy and finances, improved services
in CAPS and Disability Services and
diversity on campus. Jobe believes that
in order for anyone in a leadership
position to excel, they must be willing
to listenand learn.
Haley Sylvester has been elected
as SGSU’s new Junior Representative.
She is an upcomingjunior working on
a degree in business economics with
a minor in political science. Sylvester
is excited to represent her class and
to be the mouthpiece between the
students and the administration.
Student government is something
she has been interested in for a while,
and she has served as treasurer for
Seattle U Model United Nations, a
club centered around diplomacy and
problem solving. Sylvester would
like to ensure transparency between
students and the administration as
she steps into her role of representing
the junior class.
Allison Gibbons has been elected
as Vice President of University
Affairs. Her main responsibility will
be to represent students on anything
regarding student life, academics and
the quality of the institution. Gibbons
is currently a first-year student
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Allison Gibbons, elected Vice President
ofUniversityAffairsfor2017-2018
planning to double major in criminal
justice and psychology with a forensic
studies specialization.
Gibbons is excited to have the
unique opportunity to become more
familiar with issues on campus and
gain a deeper understanding of them.
She would also like to get the campus
more involved in showing up to
events that have a big impact on the
day-to-day life of students because
she feels that there is a big disconnect
between the university-level decisions
that are made and the daily student
life. Gibbons wants to make it easier
for students to be involved in these
decisions and engage the resources
available to them.
Gabriel Narvaez
Meet your new Non-Traditional
Representative—Gabriel Narvaez!
Narvaez is a junior sociology major
who is excited to work alongside a
new group of individuals that he can
collaborate with. Narvaez hopes to
specifically work on implementing
priority registration for students with
children at Seattle U because he thinks
balancing work, school, and parenting
is difficult for anyone, and the inability
to gain access to a spot amplifies that
stress. With a background in work,
commuting from out of town, and
being a single parent, Narvaez believes
he has the ability to relate to many
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
Pa Ousman Jobe, elected SGSU
Presidentfor 2017-2018
students, which he can voice and bring
to the table to discussions at SGSU.
Peter Haong has been elected as an
At-Large Representative for SGSU.
Hoang says he is excited to start
working on the Gender Justice Center,
to create a space for marginalized
folks to feel more included, create a
crosswalk outside ofXavier, and work
on more subsidized ORCA cards for
Seattle U students. Hoang has already
learneda lot fromhis time with SGSU
as Freshman Representative.
“[Student government has] made
me grow as a person because it has
shows me that not everyconversation
is going to be fluid and there will be
some that are more challenging than
others but it’s important to learn from
those conversations,” Hoang said.
Jessica Martinez is SGSU’s new
Executive Vice President. Martinez is
a junior who is excited to experience
her new role as well as learn how
to make changes that advocate for
those that are marginalized within
the student body. Martinez says she
is “also anxious to fulfill her new
position because it seems to her that
student government has only adhered
to traditional leadership styles in the
past.” She believes it is important
to have integrity in advocacy and
action in order to be accountable
MAY 10, 2017
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Haley Sylvester, elected Junior Class
Representativefor 2017-2018
and inclusive. Martinez also enjoys
riding her scooter moped, her
abuelitas hot chocolate, and tomato
and cheese sandwiches.
A run-off election for the position of
Vice President of Finance will be held
Thursday and Friday. Tanish Bohjwani
and Aminata Drammeh for the
position of Vice President of Finance.
To read about the candidates and
cast your vote,go to https://orgsync.
com/158023/custom_pages/16337.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
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FEARS OF DEPORTATION IN THE US CONTINUE TO RISE COAST TO COAST
Anna Kaplan
Staff Writer
Every year in South Philadelphia,
nearly 60,000 people would gather in
the streets to reenact and celebrate
the Battle of May 5, 1862, where the
Mexican Army defeated the French
during the Battle ofPuebla.
This year, due to fears of a massive
deportation raid, the organizers of the
annual parade cancelled the event a
week before it was supposed to occur.
“We don’t want any incidents. There’s
a little bit of fear in the community,”
event organizer Edgar Ramirez told
CNN. “It’s sad to cancel the event, but
we don’t want difficulties for anyone.”
The organizers feared that the
thousands of attendees would be
targeted by federal immigration
agents, as many of whom travel to
the festival from other U.S. cities and
from Mexico.
Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) responded to the
incident in an email saying that their
“enforcement actions are targeted and
lead driven.”
“ICE does not conduct sweeps or raids
that targetaliens indiscriminately,” ICE
spokesman Khaalid Walls said in the
email. “US Immigration and Customs
Enforcement fully respects the rights
of all people to voice their opinion
peacefully without interference.”
However, President Donald Trump’s
administration has been invoking
fear into immigrant communities
since the beginning of his
presidential campaign.
In his first week of office, President
Trump signed executive orders
advancing the construction of a wall
along the Mexican border, boosting
the deportation force and removing
federal funding for sanctuary cities.
Students in Seattle U’s chapter of
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan (MEChA) have been
processing these changes. Second
year international studies and Spanish
major Emi Montenegro explained
that this year the organization has
been focusing its efforts on providing
a space to learn about intersectional
8 NEWS
Chicanx issues.
“I think it’s interesting how here I’ve
definitely started to hear more [of],
‘We want to recognize that we’re on
stolen Duwamish land,’ at events, so
we have been trying to incorporate a
lot of that, and also othermarginalized
groups and communities,”
she added.
Another organization, Casa Latina,
is a nonprofit that works to help men
and women in Latinx communities
find employment opportunities. Casa
Latina also focuses on public policy
and communityorganizing toimprove
the social conditions that immigrant
communities live under.
Marcos Martinez, Executive Director
"WITH THIS NEW GOVERNMENT THAT WE HAVE RIGHT
NOW, WE SEE THEM ACTING IN MORE AGGRESSIVE
WAYS TOWARDS IMMIGRANT COMMUNITIES. WITH THIS
INCREASED ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY THAT'S BEEN GOING
ON, EVEN PEOPLE WITH LEGAL STATUS ARE FEELING
REALLY WORRIED ABOUT BECOMING THE TARGETS OF
ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY."
- MARCOS MARTINEZ, CASA LATINA
of Casa Latina, explains that these
fears of deportation have impacted
undocumented folks all across
King County
“With this new government that
we have right now, we see them
acting in more aggressive ways
towards immigrant communities,”
Martinez said. “With this increased
enforcement activity that’s been going
on, even people with legal status are
feeling really worried about becoming
the targets of enforcementactivity”
However, Martinez said that
organizations like Casa Latina,
Northwest Immigrant Rights Project
and the American Civil Liberties
Union are working hard to both
educate their communities about what
their rights are, and making sure that
Seattle is fully realizing its status as a
sanctuarycity.
Martinezsaidthat these organizations
work with the police force and
the court system to have the best
policies in place for undocumented
communities. He also said that
smaller cities and municipalities in
King County are working to extend
the policies of a sanctuarycity outside
of the city of Seattle. Towns like
Auburn and Kent have started taking
up official resolutions to declare
themselves a sanctuary city, and
are actively working to best protect
their residents.
However, despite King county’s
efforts, the Trump administration’s
upheavalofICE has led to deportations
in the Pacific Northwest Region. In
Tacoma, the Northwest Detention
Center has 1,500 beds for those who
have been seized,but not yet deported.
As ofApril 14, the population count of
the facility was 1,401.
The deportation process can take
anywhere from weeks to months, and
in mid-April, around 750 detainees
went on hunger strike to protest
the quality of food, facility hygiene,
access to medical care and lack of
recreation. The strike ended at the end
of April, but reiterates the work that
immigrant communities are doing to
protect themselves.
Inadditionto thenew administration,
the Northwest Immigrant Rights
Project received a federalrequest from
the Department of Justice ordering
them to stop giving undocumented
immigrants help with paperwork.
NWIRP filed for a temporary
restraining order against the
Department of Justice’s request on
Tuesday May 9th, citing that it would
deny thousands of unrepresented
immigrants of receiving assistance
in understanding the law and the
immigration system.
Martinez said that whatever policies
the new administration puts in place,
the immigrant community and its
partner organizations will not stop
fighting for theirrights.
“All these things are going tocontinue
happening as the government keeps
trying to ratchet up their activities,” he
said. “Our communities will continue
torespond.”
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
CLUB ADVOCATES FOR REACH ACT, AID FOR MOTHERS AND CHILDREN
Kendra Leon
Volunteer Writer
One Seattle University student
hopes to add something more to
Mother’s Day.
A Mothers Day event on campus
could help mothers and children
around the world.
Since 1990, the international rates
of deaths for mothers and children
under the age of five have nearly been
cut in half, yet many motherschildren
still die preventable deaths.
Introduced by U.S. Senators Susan
Collins (R-ME) and Chris Coons
(D-DE), The Reach Every Mother
and Child Act, or REACH Act, is a
bipartisan policy that would send
aid to mothers and children in the
poorest and most vulnerable areas in
the world.
Advocated by the nonprofit
organization Save the Children Action
Network, or SCAN, the REACH Act
hopes to decrease the number of
preventable childdeaths from illnesses
such as pneumonia, diarrhea and
malaria, as well as maternal deaths
by complications in birth, with other
deaths including malnutrition and
dehydration.
Conner Chung, a third year
psychology and criminal justice major
at Seattle University, hopes to bring
more awareness to this policy by
creating a new club. Chung is in the
process of organizing SCANSU, or
Save the Children at Seattle University;
in partnership with JoAnn Lopez, a
member of the university’s Campus
Ministry, Chung plans to hold an
event on Mother’s Day.
“It’ll be an art gallery of sorts,
where we have pictures of women
and children we have actually
directly helped and worked with,
along with their stories and how they
have benefited from the program,”
Chung said.
Students on campus seemed
supportive of Chung’s actions to
generate a conversation about it.
“I think that’s a strategic way
of bringing attention to it on
Mother’s Day,” Maddie Abanto, a
visiting University of Cincinnati
history major, said in regards to the
upcoming event.
Seattle U philosophy major Winter
Harrison agreed.
“I feel like I would be interested
actually in going, just to be more
informed,” he said.
Thus far, the REACH Act has
secured 200 cosponsors in the House
(128 Democrats and 73 Republicans)
and 26 cosponsors in the Senate (13
Democrats and 13 Republicans).
Cooperation by both Democrats
and Republicans for the REACH
Act displays the bipartisan nature of
the legislation.
Both Harrison and Abanto, who
scoffed at the most recent vote to
repeal Obamacare, noticed the vast
difference between that event and the
REACH Act.
“Oh boy,” Harrison said. “Well I
guess I’ve
noticed that it’s not even
about who put it into place or the
politics of it, but it’s that there’s
going to be a huge spike in deaths.
Like, people are going to die because
of this.”
“Because ofpre-existing conditions.”
Abanto added. “It’s just punishing
people for being sick.”
Abanto contrasted the attempts of
the REACH Act to the attempts to
repeal Obamacare.
“Without knowing all the details
of the REACH Act, it’s very much
how healthcare should operate, and
then healthcare [Obamacare] is being
pushed down to the barebonesofwhat
it can be.”
Stefani Lakic, a senior Humanities
for Leadership major, commented on
the contrast as well.
“To me, [healthcare is] looking like
it’s becoming very politicized. While
it is a huge political issue, I think that
we often forget that there are people
directly affected and disadvantaged
by the actions that we take, especially
when it comes to mothers and
children...I think we really need
to look at how we’re utilizing the
programs that we have in place to
really help people the most.”
Chung hopes the art gallery will
JESSICA DOMINGO • THE SPECTATOR
Junior Conner Chung is thefounder of the SU’s SCAN club and an advocate for
the REACH Act.
create a stronger connection between
volunteers and donors and the people
they are helping.
“With this, people are actually able
to see that these are the people that
they’re advocating for, and these are
the people that are benefitting from
these programs who they can directly
help,” she said. “It’ll also give them
information of the lives of the people
that they are supporting.”
Chung added that she would like
students to reach out to her to learn
how to become part of the SCANSU
club, or part of the SCAN community
in general.
“To be a champion for kids, an
advocate for kids, and someone who is
willing to work with us to make these
events and help children both here
and around the world,” Chung said.
SCANSU’s Mother’s Day gallery
event will be held in the Chapel of St.
May 10, 2017
Ignatius, and will include masses in
the morning and evening.
Editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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THE MIDTERMS LOOK
comic sans: the font you
choose when you’ve finally
given up
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THE 10
10 THINGS TO DO
FOR YOUR MOM ON
MOTHER’S DAY
OMake HER some spaghettifor once
o Send her
flowers
o
Bake her cookies
Call her back
0 Make her a mixtape
©Buy her a nice PinotGrigio
OMake her a macaroniportrait
©Go to brunch
©Convince her the degreeyou just got isn't a joke
Apologize for all you put
her through
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Tess Riski
News Editor
One year ago this week, a group of
students marched into the Casey
building and occupied the Matteo
Ricci College (MRC) office for 24 days,
former Dean Jodi Kelly began what
would be her finalweeks in theposition
and Seattle University faced one of its
most heavily publicized protests in the
school’s history.
MRC has been described in many
different ways over the 40 years of its
existence, such as small, humanities-
centric and academically rigorous.
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More recently, it’s been labeled with
a slew of less flattering adjectives
including, but not limited to: racist,
sexistand Eurocentric.
While the college is seemingly in
a state of flux following the sit-in, a
descriptor that’s remained constant
throughout the last four decades is its
“experimental” nature. Andright now,
many stakeholders say that the small,
experimental college is in a prime
position to address and change the
systemicand explicit issues brought to
the surface last spring.
“It’s experimental in the sense that
they’ve donevarious things over these
last 40 years to reinvent themselves,”
said Interim Dean of MRC Paulette
Kidder. “And I think Matteo Ricci is
ready for a new reinvention of itself.”
Following the sit-in, a lot has
changed:
The whole university was asked to
make budget cuts across the board for
the upcoming fiscal year, and MRC
was asked to cut 9.7 percent.
Paulette Kidder was appointed
Interim Dean, and has agreed to
fulfill the position through the
2017-18 school year.
The college began hosting quarterly
anti-bias and anti-racism events. In
addition, MRC faculty have been
encouraged to attend anti-racism
training. Kidder even made funds
available for faculty members to
attend trainings over the summer or
next academic year.
The college is currently undergoing
an external program review—a
common practice in colleges across
the country meant to ensure that all
concerns are benig voiced, heard and
addressed. This is the college’s first
official program review ever.
The college created a shared-
governance body called the Student
Advisory Committee. Most other
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schools and colleges on campus
already have some version of this.
Last summer, Interim Provost Bob
Dullea created a task force that would
evaluate the culture, curriculum and
climate of MRC. Its members have
been working for the last several
months to address the problems
and pose solutions.
On March 31, the task force gave
its official recommendations to the
provost.
The recommendations included
key factors of MRC’s institutional
identity including supporting an
ongoing and genuine commitment to
diversity, inclusivity, anti-racism, and
anti-oppression, establishing a system
of faculty tenure and establishing
systems of shared governance for
students and faculty.
AdministrativeLessons Learned
Dullea says a personal lesson
he takes away from the sit-in is
the importance of maintaining
conversations and connections
across the various stakeholders ip
an organization.
“I think you alwayshave tobe trying
to connect across the organization
with people that you wouldn’t
normally bump into,” Dullea said,
adding that, in his opinion, the sit-
in identified a gap between students
and administration.
“Almost definitionally, ithighlighted
the gap,” Dullea said.
He said that, initially, he was
surprised when the sit-in occurred.
“In hindsight and with a better
understanding of the issues, I have
a better understanding of why it
happened,” Dullea said.
Lookingback, Dullea said he doesn’t
think there’s a lot the administration
should have done differently once the
sit-in began. Alternatively, he said,
there are things that could have been
done differently in the college prior to
the sit-in that would have prevented
the need for a sit-in altogether.
“I just think making sure that
all the schools and colleges have
effective policies and practices for
good management and governance is
really important,” Dullea said. “I think
providing different ways for students
and faculty to discuss any concerns
or questions they might have is
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also important.”
Seattle University President Fr.
Stephen Sundborg, S.J., says the
university took away three major
lessons fromthe sit-in.
First, it discovered the need for
mechanisms or structures in place
enabling students and faculty voices
to be heard.
The second lesson, Sundborg
says, is issues of intersectionality
being brought to the forefront of
campus conversations.
And finally, Sundborg says a lesson
is that the university as a whole, not
limited to MRC, needs to review its
curriculum and the ways in which it
can be more “inclusive of the variety
of the diversity of the students that
we have.”
Sundborg says he thinks Seattle U is
healthier following the sit-in.
“It was not an easy experience, it
was an experience of great debate
and conflict and not easy at all,”
Sundborg said. “But I think we’re a
healthier university and that we’re
more aware. We’re building better
structures, we’re looking more at
our curriculum, we’re facing more
of our biases.”
Sundborg says he was partially
surprised that the sit-in occurred.
“Yes, yes I was surprised,” he said,
pausing for a moment and revising his
answer. “Well was I surprised or was I
not? I was somewhat surprised.”
He said he was aware of student
concerns about MRC, as well as
some of the measures taken to look
at the college, adding that he knew of
problems thathad been developing in
the college for about two months prior
to the sit-in.
“So I knew that there was an issue
in regard to the college, so I didn’t
know what shape it would take in
regard to how it would come forward,”
Sundborg said. “So I wasn’t surprised
in terms of, that there were the
developments and concerns of the
students about the college, but I was
surprised I think as anyone in the
university would have, been about,
well what shape does it take.”
Sundborg added that he took away
personal lessons from the sit-in,
and events that happened around
that same time.
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The Coalitionheld press conferences in the Casey atrium last spring.
“I discovered in myself some racial
bias and I was really glad that I had
been able to discover it because I
wasn’t aware of it,” Sundborg said. “I
had some examples last year where I
realized that I had a bias, categorizing
people and stereotyping people, and
it’s good to learn those. You don’t
easily change biases, but you can’t
change them unless you become aware
ofthem.”
He said these biases are a result
of all sorts of cultural factors. In
addition, he said he learned far more
about the concept of intersectionality,
a term which he said he had not fully
understood prior to the sit-in.
“America is racist, and deeply
within our culture, and all of us are,”
Sundborg said. “So the MRC was not
a learning around bias, it was the issue
around becoming more highly aware
of the issues ofidentity”
For now, the provost will
continue to look over the task force
recommendations and said he should
present his official response shortly.
Curriculum Reform
Currently, there are three majors
within MRC: Humanities, Humanities
for Leadership and Humanities for
Teaching. The task force recommends
the majors converge into one single
tract called Humanities for Peace
and Justice, which is intended to
be a “transformative humanities-
focused Bachelor of Arts degree
that focuses on the transdisciplinary
study of justice,” according to the task
force report.
Unlike the majority of the Seattle
U students, those in MRC take their
own core. Because of the nature of
the curriculum design, core classes
and major requirements in MRC
are deeply intertwined. Some have
said the relationship between the
two feels less segmented than that
between the university core and
major requirements.
The task force recommended
what can be interpreted as a hefty
overhaul of the current curriculum.
The proposed courses are deeply
social justice oriented, bringing the
humanities into the 21st century.
Emily Lieb is an MRC faculty
member and the co-chair of the
Matteo Ricci College Task Force.
Lieb emphasized that the task force
is not seeking to completely restart
the Matteo Ricci College. Rather,
they are trying to build upon the
uniqueness and strength of the
pre-existing institution.
Changing university curriculum
takes a long time, and the task force’s
curricular recommendations, once
approved by university leadership,
still need to go through several
other shared-governance bodies for
approval, such as Academic Assembly.
As of now, MRC has had one series
of required history courses approved
to be changed for next year’s students.
Typically, MRC students take a series
of three sequential history courses
during each quarter of their freshman
or sophomore year. Starting next year,
they will have the opportunity to
enroll in the revamped history series
ifthey haven’t taken it yet.
Potential Move to Arts &Sciences
One of the most notable
recommendations is the prospect
for the colleges future housing
in the university. There have been
three options set forth.
The first option is for MRC
to stay as it is and continue to
work on its culture, curriculum
and climate the same way it’s
already been doing.
The second option is for
the college to become a
department within the College of
Arts & Sciences
The third option is for the college do
move into Arts & Sciences, followed
by Arts & Sciences dividing into
two colleges: the College ofArts and
Humanities, and the College of the
Social Sciences.
Lieb said she thinks MRC
should move into the College of
Arts & Sciences, but the task force
intentionally didn’t name then-
preference because ultimately, that
decision should fall on the shoulders
of university leadership.
Audrey Hudgins, professor in MRC,
said she is unsure about the college’s
continued existence.
“I could really go either way,” she
said. “There’s a lot of neat stuff that’s
happening over here [in MRC],
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Paulette Kidder, interim dean of theMatteo Ricci College, standing in the office on
thefirstfloor ofthe Casey Building
but there’s a lot of neat stuff that’s
happening everywhere. And so if we
have this core aspect of our character
that we could maintain in a different
form, what does it really matter what
it looks like?”
Hudgins added that, out ofthe three
options, she prefers the third. She
said moving MRC into the College of
Arts & Sciences wouldn’t necessarily
represent a loss, but could allow for
the same sort of culture tocontinue.
“Arts & Sciences isn’t going to force
a culture down our throat,” Hudgins
said. “There would be some merging
of those two cultures for sure, but you
already know there’s a whole bunch of
students in this college that would not
want that culture to continue, because
that’s the reason they did the sit-in in
the first place.”
In the case that MRC does dissolve
into a department, there are a number
of logistical concerns to be addressed,
including its name. Departments on
campus aren’t typically named after
Jesuits, so it’s unclear whether MRC
would still bear the name of the
Italian priest.
The Coalition pointed out that
MRC’s curriculum has a tendency
to focus strictly on the teachings
of “dead, white men.” The college’s
namesake fits into all three
ofthosecategories.
Lieb said she would like the name to
remain because, should it be changed,
it could lead to a sort of erasure of the
college in two major ways.
First, if you Google “Matteo
Ricci College sit-in” today, you’ll be
bombarded with stories from The
Seattle Times, The Stranger, Capitol
Hill Times, the Seattle Globalist and,
of course, the Spectator. Should the
name be changed, Lieb said, it may
erase the historical aspects of the
college and makeit difficult to connect
the dots between the sit-in and the
new potential program.
Second, Lieb said, the name change
could detract from the importance of
MRC alums, because they would then
have a degree from a program that
no longer exists.
On Monday, during the Academic
Assembly’s meeting, faculty and
staff across various departments
in the university discussed the
recommendations for about 40
minutes. Of the faculty who spoke,
they appeared to be in favor of the
college moving into Arts & Sciences
An MRC student involved heavily
in the college, who asked to remain
unnamed, said they think shifting
MRC into the College of Arts &
Sciences does not get to the root of
the issues identified during the sit-
in, namely institutionalized racism
and sexism.
“My thought is that, if you push it
into Arts & Sciences, nothing is gonna
happen,” the student said. “You’re not
addressing any issue, you’re getting
rid of what you think is the issue
because you’re afraid of what might
happen...you’re not gonna change
anything and you’re not gonna change
institutionalized racism, you’re not
gonna change racist and micro-
aggressed thoughts if you just get rid
of it. That’s not how you deal with
issues like this. You have to call it out
and learn from the issue, you don’t
just dissolve it. And that’s why I don’t
understandthe reason behind the task
forcerecommending that.”
Low enrollment continues to be a
problem for Matteo Ricci College, and
the president and provost both said it’s
a concern for them, and is something
that will need to be addressed in the
university’s strategic five-year plan.
The task force also recommended a
market analysis of the new degree to
determinehow to effectively market it
to prospective students.
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Tenure Track
Unlike every single college at Seattle
U, Matteo Ricci does not have a
tenure track. In fact, even associate
deans have been barred from tenure.
Despite the absence of tenure, some
MRC faculty who teach through other
departments have managed to get
tenure or on the tenure track through
theirrespective departments.
The task force recommended the
creation ofa tenure track, and suggests
three current full-time MRC faculty
be converted to tenure-track, and
at least one tenure position for new
faculty be created.
MRC took one of the biggest
budget cut hits in the recent string
of reductions. Dan Washburn, the
Associate Dean of the Matteo Ricci
College, said he doesn’t expect any
layoffs of contracted employees.
It’s also worth noting that two full-
time MRC professors will retire by
the end of the year, which may have
contributed to the college’s ability to
retain its current full-time employees.
Despite the large cut, the college
plans to hire a full-time faculty for a
three-year contract for next year.
Washburn said the current lack
of a tenure track is concern for the
college’s ability to attract and retain
talented faculty.
“It’s an obstacle, yeah. I am hopeful
that a three-year contract will be
attractive to quality applicants.
But part of it is that I want to treat
the faculty well once. they’re here
in a way that serves the students,”
Washburn said.
Washburn said the college is waiting
on the program reviewer’s assessment
before they proceed withbig decisions.
“MRC is in a curious moment right
now, and we are questioning big
picture issues,” Washburn said. “Her
insights need to be received before we
can make those determinations.”
Tess can be reached at
triski@su-spectator.com
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NEWPORT POKE OFFERS A UNIQUE TWIST TO THE TRADITIONAL DISH
Michelle Newblom
VolunteerWriter
Poke is an authentic Hawaiian dish
that has become wildly popular in
Seattle this last year. Directly across
from Seattle University, a new poke
shop has just opened under the Rianna
apartments on 12th Ave.
Newport Poke is one of 12 poke
shops to open in the Seattle area.
Opening day was March 31, where a
special “all bowls are buy one get one
free” drew in large crowds. When I
stepped foot into Newport Poke for
dinner, I was the only customer in
the shop. However, this didn’t take
away from my first impression, and it
certainly gave me a chance to see how
excellent their service was.
Similar to many other Poke
restaurants, there is an option to
build your own bowl or choose from
the three they have offered. There is
the La Raza bowl, which includes a
unique twist the shop has taken on the
traditional style of poke: hot Cheetos.
The Grinds bowl is more standard,
coming with pacific shoyu and a
variety of toppings. Their third bowl
is the Spicybowl that includes a white
rice base, tuna with mango-habanero
and a selection ofspicy toppings.
If service is a must-have, then
Newport Poke is a five out of five;
the staff was attentive and kind.
Immediately, I was greeted and asked
if I had ever been to Newport poke
before. After telling them that I hadn’t,
they offered me samples of their
popular tuna and homemade k-town
sauce, a customer favorite.
A regular size can get you three
scoops of protein, while a large
features five. The prices vary from
$10.99 for a regular and $12.99 for a
large. Seeming slightly costly, I opted
for the regular, assuming three scoops
of protein would be enough. Newport
Poke gives you a 10 percent discount
if you are a Seattle U student. This is
definitely an upside to the slightly
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expensive prices and reduced the cost
of my meal by $1.20.
I was somewhat disappointed when
it came time to eat. My poke bowl
consisted of salmon, avocado, crab
salad, edamame and sesame seeds on
white rice with their popular K-Town
sauce. Three scoops ofprotein weren’t
as much as I had anticipated, and
found myself with a whole lot of rice
at the end and not much of anything
else. What I did find in my bowl I
thoroughly enjoyed, but I am not sure
if the serving size aligned with the
price.
Ifyou’re looking to build your own
bowl just as I did, you can select from
a base of white rice, brown rice, a
taro chips blend, or a spring mix.
Their protein selections include tuna,
salmon, spicy tuna, octopus, bay
scallops, lomi lomi salmon and vegan
tofu. It should be noted that tuna
and octopus are the most traditional
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NewportPoke offers a make your own option forpoke bowls.
proteins when it comes to Hawaiian
poke bowl. Their choices of sauce are
pacific shoyu, ayo spicymayo, K-Town
sauce and mjango unchained.
The shop’s interior is very warm
and welcoming. They have a variety
of murals and artwork displayed and
played upbeat music that enhanced
my experience. Since its location is
close to campus, it was an easy walk.
Newport Poke has a personal twist
on this Hawaiian dish. While some
may find it untrue to the authenticity,
I think their own style will work to
make poke exceptional to their shop.
An overwhelming 12 poke places
opening in the Seattle area means
there is a lot of competition. This
competition may result in certain
businesses trying new things to attract
customers, even if it varies from the
traditional serving of poke.
Newport Poke lets you add hot
Cheetos to your bowl for an extra
crunch and hint of spice. This odd
topping varies from the customary
style of poke, but may be unique
enough to grab people’s attention.
Whatever it is they’re doing, it is
working. According to their Facebook
page, they have sold over 3,500 poke
bowl this last month alone and hope
to do even better in the future.
Overall, I enjoyed Newport Poke.
The discount they give for Seattle U
students is very generous and it would
encourage me to come back in the
future. As for their personal twist on
this traditional style of food, it is up to
you to judge whether it’s working or is
too much of a departure.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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ALUMNI HIT THE STAGE WITH Dl IMPROV
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
“Improv does not leave you after
college. The sense of community
within the Dl group is strong, and
us teammates form close bonds
that do not end; it’s a community
that never leaves you,” said Maddie
Piper, a sophomore double major in
environmental studies and humanities
for teaching, who is a current member
of Seattle University’s Dl Improv.
Seattle U alumni and current
members of Seattle Us Dl improv
group took to the stage last Friday for
an improvisation show. The crowd
roared with laughter as two teams
of improvisers competed in various
scenarios and games. Included were
scenes in which participants were
given crowd suggestions and had to
make “such and such walks into a bar”
joke based off of therecommendation.
The audience certainly had a
hoot making recommendations.
Mayonnaise was suggested as a
topic multiple times and alumni
and older members of the audience
seemed immensely confused by
current college students and their
fascination with mayonnaise jokes.
One such mayonnaise joke took
place in the context of a game where
the improvisers had to make a joke
on “I like my lover like I like my...”
and audience members would shout
something out. One of the best
mayonnaise lover lines was “I like my
lover like I like my mayonnaise, I eat
it a lot even though it isn’t healthy.”
Anothergood one was “I like my lover
like I like my mayonnaise, whipped.”
Beyond the wild and humorous
on-stage antics, it must be noted
that improv is much more than just
joking around. Improv groups are
often very tight-knit and supportive
communities that spread messages
of inclusion, empowerment and
confidence.
An example of an improv group
that spreads positive and affirming
messages is the Seattle-based group
Captain, an all female improv team.
Erica Mcintyre, who graduated from
Seattle U in 2015 with a major in
Business, is a current member of
Captain and former memberofDl.
“We want to show that groups of
women can be hilarious, we can all
be friends, we can all be funny, and
it doesn’t matter where you identify
in the gender spectrum,” Mcintyre
said. “When you are doing improv,
the power lies in the fact that you can
take on any role, and it’s empowering
to do this with all women because
sometimes we get sidelined in a scene
as being a wife or a mom, but we can
be all different types of people.”
Devika Parmore, who graduated
from Seattle U in 2015 and who now
is an improviser at a theater in San
Francisco called Unscripted Theater,
also enjoys the power that improv
gives to performers, enabling them
to be unique and break free from
expected norms and be someone
totally different from the person that
they may be perceived as otherwise.
“I’m a five-foot-two tiny framed
Indian woman, but one time when
I was on stage I was endowed with
being an eight foot tall football player,”
Parmore said. “You can create these
fleeting moments of reality that don’t
really exist. Through Improv, you
can be anything and do anything and
create these moments for yourself that
you would never have in real life and
live them as if they are true, and it’s
really cool.”
For Mcintyre and Parmore,
empowerment in improv goes beyond
proving that women can be hilarious
and should not be confined to
gendered roles. Theythink that groups
of female improvisers shouldn’t be
used as a marketing tool.
“We wanted to form a group of
all female improvisers that wasn’t
marketed as lady-prov. Sometimes
there are comedy shows with a lot of
women involved that are marketed by
the fact that it is all women and not
just as an improv show. We wanted to
be a badass long form group that was
all women but not have that be the
hook,” Mcintyre said.
All three aforementioned
improvisers said that it is sometimes
challenging and daunting to perform
in front of crowds and come up with
funny things on the spot, but through
practice and gained confidence, it
becomesmore natural and improvisers
feel more confortable to let their goofy
side come out and not worry about
the crowd.
“I’m an imaginative person and
stuff just comes naturally to me. I like
improv because you can be an adult
and still be able to play,” Piper said.
Current members of the Dl improv
group enjoyed meeting and working
with the alumni, and alumni cherished
the rare opportunity to come together
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The white team wins the Bringin' Back the Bunch alumni show
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again and perform.
“The improv community is really
wonderful. A lot of us have cried
today, because the idea of us all being
together again is great,” Parmore said.
Underneath the abundant laughs
and hilarious work of the night’s
improvisers, there was a palpable
air of community, empowerment
and friendship. This event was the
first alumni improv event, and an
exceptional one at that.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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SU PROFESSOR SHARON CUMBERLAND PUBLISHES POEM COLLECTION
Carlos Cervantes
StaffWriter
The English department at Seattle
University, which prepares and en-
courages students to publish their
written works, recently had a fac-
ulty member that did just that. Dr.
Sharon Cumberland, professor and
former directorof the creative writing
program, justreleased “Strange with
Age,” a book ofnarrative and lyric
poems.
The collections launch was
celebrated in the Casey commons,
with professors, students and other
local artists gathered for the event.
Cumberland delivered some of her
poems aloud and explained the
context and background behind.
“I appreciated the chance to see
Cumberland’s poetry come to life’,
especially after taking one of her
classes,” said Leah Remsen, junior
creative writing major
“Strange with Age” engages
with themes of aging, loss and the
passage of time, presented through
a variety of poetic forms. It takes
readers across several settings, from
autobiographical travels to Rome and
Glasgow to nursing homes and the
author’s imagined landscapes. Just
as varied are the subject matter and
events that are referenced, from the
civil rights movement of the mid-20th
century, to more recent affairs like the
inauguration ofPresident Obama and
the war in the Middle East.
One of Cumberland’s main
inspirations was observing her
95-year-old father, who is the subject
of the book’s central sonnet cycle.
Cumberland’s father is also the
namesake of the collection; after
hearing him tell astoryofbeing visited
by a guardian angel, Cumberland
wrote in a journal “my father has
grown strange with age.” Another
important influence that shaped
content of the book was Cumberland’s
time with the Greenwood Poets, a
writing group she formed in 2005 at
the Greenwood Senior Center. Itbegan
as a small, experimental project but
over time became Cumberland’s main
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workspace and source offeedback.
“I write drafts of my poems to my
poetry group at the Greenwood Senior
Center,” Cumberland said. “They
critique them, which lets me know if
the poem is finished.”
Though early initspublication
run, “Strange with Age” has already
received glowing support from
important figures in the literaryworld.
Sandra Cisneros, the award-winning
author of “The House on Mango
Street,” described Cumberland’s
poems as having a clarity “truer than
x-ray or photo”. The collection has also
been praised by Kathleen Flenniken
and Tod Marshall, the former and
current poet laureates for the state
of Washington. Cumberland’s works
have often been characterized by
the accessibility of her voice and the
relevance they have to audiences ofall
ages.
“I loved hearing Dr. Cumberland’s
poetry, she uses such beautiful
imagery,” said Mia Smith, junior
creative writing major and another
one of Cumberland’s students
This publication is the latest entry
in Cumberland’s long and decorated
career ofwriting poems. She has twice
been awarded the Pacific Northwest
Writer’s Association Zola Award
for Poetry and has also received
the Sue Saniel Elkind Award and
nominations for multiple Pushcart
Prizes. Before “Strange with Age,” she
released “Peculiar Honors” in 2012,
which was preceded by three poetry
chapbooks. Cumberland has also
been featured in a number of literary
magazines and journals, which she
claims are essential to the success of
aspiring writers. She emphasized that
the process for publishing poems is
very different from any other form of
literature and that different steps are
required tobecome successful.
“It’s very important to publish as
many poems as you can in journals
and magazines so thatbook publishers
can see that your work has been
accepted by others,” Cumberland said.
“You have to know as a publisher that
something will work before taking it
»
Cumberland noted that the mark
of a poet’s success can often be seen
in the acknowledgements in their
works, in other words the list places
their poems were published before
being collected. A strong record
with multiple publications signals to
readers and potential partners that
an author is worth their time, which
is especially important to those just
starting out. Cumberlandalso pointed
to acknowledgements as a good
source of inspiration when deciding
what journals and magazines to send
one’s work to.
JESSICA DOMINGO • THE SPECTATOR
Professor Cumberland’spassionfor poetry was portrayed duringher book launch.
“Look at the poets you like and
check their acknowledgements page,”
Cumberland said.
“Strange with Age” will be sold on
amazon.com and in local bookstores,
but the most direct method of
purchase is through Cumberland
herself. Her office can be found in the
English department on the fifth floor
of the Caseybuilding.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
SOMEBODY CALL 911! SEAN KINGSTON IS AT QUADSTOCK 2017
Haley Witt
Staff Writer
“The beauty of the KXSU stage at
Quadstock is that it’s going to be a
combination of bands who are getting
pretty big in Seattle right now and
bands you’d be more likely to see on
Seattle University’s campus,” KXSU’s
Promotions Director Jason McCue
said at the Quadstock reveal party last
week.
Rick Reyes & His Band Which-Has-
Yet-To-Be-Named
soundcloud.com/rickyreyesmusic
Seattle U Junior Rick Reyes will be
debutingbrand newsongs with abrand
new band. Working on a collective
project has been giving Reyes a boost
of energy, but the sound
will stay true
tohis acoustic singer-songwriter roots
with hints of jazz and blues.
Moon Human
moonhumanwa.bandcamp.com
Seattle U student Jonathan Dugger
and his friends create musicunder the
genre they refer to as “basementrock”.
Their most recent release “Fine Art”
features a psychedelic sound, with
whispery melodies and fast-moving
lead guitar licks. Their upcoming
album, titled “Flavorfully Blue” will be
released on June 9.
Falon Sierra
soimdcloud.com/falonsierra
2017 Museum of Pop Culture Sound
Off! Finalist Falon Sierra has an
alternative R&B and neo-soul style.
Her knack for lyricism is evident in
songs like “Mr. Prez” which features
cleverly embedded samples of
President Donald Trump and asserts
her legitimacy as ablackwoman living
in modern America.
Emma Lee Toyoda
emmaleetoyoda.bandcamp.com
Lead singer and guitarist Emma
Lee Toyoda, drummer Zeke Bender
and e-fiddle bassist Khyre Matthews
describe their sound as “sadgirlrock”
and are excited to debut some new
songs off of their upcoming album
at Quadstock, as well as kick it with
some “golden oldies”.
“I’m excited toplay outside, hopefully
it will be nice out, I’m determined to
meet Sean Kingston.” Bender said.
Honcho Poncho
honchoponcho.bandcamp.com
Honcho Poncho is a local band
earning a name for itselfwith its quirky
marketing videos and fun American
alternative rock sound. Lead singer
and songwriter Sam Gelband hinted
that a new album may be around the
(Gel)bend, but for now, crowds are
loving their November release “Late
Night”, for its funky lyrics and dance-
ability.
The KXSU Union Green Stage will
also feature interludes by Seattle U
student DJs Xander Kipp and Lone
Human. There will also be a 50-foot
inflatable obstacle course, and Seattle
U Dance Marathon will host a dunk
tank where students can pay to dunk
their friends to raise money for Dance
Marathon.
“The Union Green is going to
be fun because it will be hopefully
families and different people,”
SEAC Quadstock Co-Chair Nakiya
Baker said. “It’s open to the whole
community.”
Morado
soundcloud.com/moradoband
Seattle University’s Battle of the
Band Champion Morado started
as a cover band for The Strokes.
What began as a cover band quickly
developed into a four piece rock band
signature for their high energy and
tight sound. Songwriters Ray Molina
and Fred Seymour, bassist Jose Chalit,
and drummer Manuel Sigiienza plan
to debut some new songs on the
Quadstock stage. Morado champions
the sentiment that rock music should
belong to people of all identities.
SamLachow
www.samlachow.com
Seattle rapper Sam Lachow uses
his talent in production to lay down
innovative tracks for his clever rhymes.
His upbeat project “Friends, Funk &
Liquor” would appeal to crowds who
love Donnie Trumpet & The Social
Experiment’s Surf album.
Bibi Bourelly
bibisociety.com
Bibi Bourelly is from Berlin,
Germany and is the songwriter
behind songs like Rihanna’s 2015 hit
“Bitch Better Have My Money”. This
summer, Bourelly is going on tour
with LIL UZI VERT. Her R&B trap
sound is sure to bring energy to the
Quadstock stage.
“She’s the kind of person that
you want to be friends with,”
SEAC Quadstock Co-Chair Sophia
Androlowicz said.
Sean Kingston
soundcloud.com/seankingston
Sean Kingston, a Jamaican-
American reggae fusion rapper was
discovered on MySpace in 2007. Best
known for hits like “Beautiful Girls”
and “Fire Burning”, Kingston is still
working on new projects. His latest
release “Chance” ft. Vybz Kartel
(Prod, by Murta Beatz) showcases
MAY 10. 2017
more electronic influence than earlier
music.
“In sixth grade, I didn’t think thatJ
would be booking this artist that were
were dancing in my friend’s garage to.
I didn’t think I’d be signing a contract
with his name on it, but I’m so thankful
and luckyI am and it’s really exciting,”
Baker said.
Seattle U student DJ, DJ Naimada
will be playing a “throwback” set on
the Main Stage to accompany the
throwbackheadliner.
Tickets are already on sale for
Quadstock 2017 for $20 at the Hub
Desk in the Student Center. Students
who purchase tickets before May 12th
will be entered in a drawing to win
three individual 30-minute boxing
sessions at local boxing gym Arcaro
Boxing. Three winners will be chosen.
“I think music brings people
together,” Baker said. “You can feel
it when you’re in concerts and you
can feel it when you’re just listening
to music by yourself, it’s a very
powerful thing especially when you
put it on a university campus where
SEAC already does so many things
to promote community, and this is a
really cool avenue to do that through
music.”
Haley may be reached at
hwitt@su-spectator.com
CECI ESTELA • COURTESY OF SEAC
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“UNFORGETTABLE” LIVES UP TO ITS NAME FOR THE WRONG REASONS
Madeline Mesa
Staff Writer
The basic plotline of“Unforgettable” is
revenge, but the idea of the revenge-
drama is far from ground-breaking,
and this film doeslittle to add anything
new to the genre.
The storyline viewers wander through
for an hour and forty minutes is as
such: Tessa, played by Katherine Heigl,
seeks to ruin the life and marriage of
her ex-husbands new fiancee, Julia,
played by Rosario Dawson out of
spite and jealousy. The duo formerly
divorced due to an affair Tessa had
with another man, and now she is
brewing in remorse as she watches her
ex-husband and his new fiancee thrive
in the wake of the success of his new
microbrewery and gain the primary
custody ofher daughter.
Tessas plan to deal with this is by
reintroducing Julias ex-boyfriend and
violent abuser back into her life. Tessa
hopes that it will drive Julia and her
ex-husband to break up, letting Tessa
slide into Julias place. Although the
description of the film depicts a juicy
scandal, the rest of the movie fails to
follow through and create a believable
and investing story.
“Unforgettable” is mangled with
THIS WEEK IN ART...
WEDNESDAY THUMY MAY SATURDAY
WHAT: AN AMERICAN PARIS WHAT: XAVIER OMAR WHAT: DOWNSTREAM MUSIC WHAT: ANNUAL PIEROGIFEST
WHERE: PARAMOUNT THEATRE WHE|: 11:15 AM FESTIVAL & ART SHOW WHEN: 11:30 AM
WHERE: TRINITY
WHERE: SUBSTATION WHERE: DOM POLSKI (POLISH
CULTURAL CENTER)
SUliAY MI01IAY TUESDAY
WHAT: RISING UP: A QUEER WHAT: $10 PIZZA MONDAYS WHAT: BEARAOKE
SOCIAL JUSTICE MUSICAL WHEN: 5 PM WHEN: 8 PM
WHEN: 7 PM WHERE: CAFE LA60 WHERE: CUFF COMPLEX
WHERE: GAY CITY
18 ARTS 6 ENTERTAINMENT
glaring flaws and plotholes, tothepoint
that it barely offers enough continuity
to allow a legitimate criticism about
its story. While Director Denise De
Novi had the opportunity to create
a valuable narrative about abuse in
relationships, Unforgettable misses
the mark for empathy and falls flat.
The flashbacks Julia, Portrayed by
Rosario Dawson, was about her
abusive past are vividly realistic and
frightening, which is confusing paired
with its inapt script.
The film is riddled with logical
fallacies that confuse the audienceand
discredit the story that is attempting
to be told. The crux of this movies
problems relies on believability. For
example, Tessa casually bumping into
her ex-husband’s new fiancee, Julia,
played by Rosario Dawson, around
town. Bear in mind this film takes
place in Los Angeles County, an area
with a population of over 10 million.
At one point, Heigl’s character says to
Dawson’s incomplete seriousness, that
it’s a “small town,” and she’ll get used
to running into her. Even members
of the audience exchanged confused
glances.
Secondly, everyone in this film
is filthy rich. And normally that’s
not hard to believe in a big-budget
Hollywood movie, except everyone’s
job’s could not afford the lifestyle
that was scripted for them on screen.
For example, Tessa lives alone and is
unemployed in what could easily be a
5 million dollar home in Malibu. Julia
is an editor in chief of a small silicon
valley start-up publication, and her
fiancee just opened a microbrewery.
Together they support themselves and
their daughter in a huge home in Los
Angeles and drive multiple cars. Of
course, while the film didn’t have to
detail the finances of eachcharacter, it
comes off the viewer like the makers
of the film just wanted to cash in on
the trendy, yuppie-feel.
A scene that perhaps epitomizes
the obscurity and laughability of this
movie is when Tessa is reflecting on
her devious plan. A stiff, wide-eyed
Tessa reclines in her luxe, confusingly
long-island-esque Malibu mansion,
as her diabolical plan to destroy the
life of her ex-husband’s new fiancee
unfolds. The mood of bitterness and
revenge is palpable. Heigl’s character
is wearing a long, white, silk gown; her
hair parted flawlessly down the center.
Then she takes a fat rip ofa vape pen.
The creative elements used in
“Unforgettable” in combination with
its script make a poor attempt to
create a believable scandal, or make
an important statement about abuse
and the harm it causes, even though it
was introduced as a theme. However,
this film is amusing all on its own if
one isn’t looking for an authentic
nail-biting drama. While I would not
recommend cashing into this big-
budget Hollywood attempt to woo
the masses, “Unforgettable” is a film
certain to join the ranks of movies
remembered for all the wrongreasons.
Madeline may be reached at
mmesa@su-spectator.com
TIME-OUT SESSION: SENIORS LINDSAY DAVIS AND ALYSSA REUBLE
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
With the Redhawkssoftball team taking
on the Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) tournament, the seniors are
well into the last games of their college
career. Pitchers Lindsay Davis and
Alyssa Reuble shared their stories and
the lessons they learned from being on
the team.
Q: What are your thoughts about
your softball experience as it comes to
a close?
Davis: My thoughts about softball
now that it’s almost over is to just
focus on having fun, enjoying the time
I have left with my teammates, and
going all out to win the WAC.
Reuble: My thoughts about softball
as it comes to an end is that I’m so
thankful for everything this sport has
given me. All the opportunities, places
and peoples I’ve interacted with and
met has shaped me into the individual
I am today.
Q: What would you say was your
biggest area of growth? Whathave you
learned about yourself from being on
the team?
Davis: I would say the biggest area
of growth for me by being on the
team is being determined in every
aspect of my life. There are a lot
of responsibilities that come with
being a student- athlete, arid after
four years I
feel I have gained more
passion and determination to help
me succeed in various aspects of my
life going forward.
SPORTS
Reuble: My biggest area ofgrowth is
developing into a stronger leader and
gaining better listening skills
Q: What is one of your favorite
memories of being on the team?
Davis: My favorite memories from
being on the team are the road trips.
Everyone just has fun and gets a
little closer together when traveling,
especially rooming with one other
person you really get to know that
personbetter.
Reuble: There are so many
memories but one ofmy favorites was
from this year when we beat Grand
Canyon after playing 12 innings.
Q: What does this last WAC
tournament mean to you?
Davis: I feel the whole team is in a
really good place right now, physically
and mentally. We have worked hard
all year and everyone is so determined
to prove to the WAC that we can
win. In terms of my last games of
my college career, if we do not move
on, I want to go out knowing I gave
it all I had whether that is out on the
field or cheering on my teammates.
I don’t want to end my last games
with anyregrets.
Reuble: Hopefully the WAC
tournament isn’t the end for me! But
this games mean everything to me.
This is all of our hard work, time
and dedication we’ve put into this
season and for me my whole life. I
want nothing more than to come
out strong and play the best softball
I possibly can.
Q: What are your plans for the
future?
Davis: For the future, I plan on
going through the law enforcement
academy, after taking a few months off
of course!
Reuble: In the future I am planning
on working at a law firm particularly
in the field of immigration. I also
plan on going back to law school
at some point.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
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SOFTBALL: THE REDHAWKS TRAVEL TO LAS CRUCES. N.M. TO PLAY IN THE WESTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT. THEIR FIRST GAME IS
AGAINST UTAH VALLEY ON THURSDAY. MAY 11, AT 12:30 P.M.
TRACK AND FIELD: THE REDHAWKS TRAVEL TO UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, RIO GRANDE VALLEY TO PARTAKE IN THE WESTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP ON WEDNESDAY. MAY 10.
BASEBALL: THE REDHAWKS TRAVEL TO BAKERSFIELD TO PLAY A THREE-GAME SERIES AGAINST UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BAKERSFIELD.
GOLF: THE REDHAWKS TRAVEL TO SAMMAMISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THE NCAA MEN'S GOLF REGIONAL ON MONDAY, MAY 15.
BASEBALL DROPS TWO OF THREE IN ARIZONA
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
The Redhawks hit a roadblock this
weekend as the Lopes managed to
perform a complete-game shutout.
Still, Seattle University baseball kept
their hopes high.
At a three-game Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) series this
weekend against Grand Canyon
University Seattle U experienced a win
and two losses.
Seattle U won the first game of the
series this weekend against Grand
Canyon University at Brazell Stadium
in Phoenix, Arizona, 9-8. However,
the last two games didn’t end as
successfully, ending at 19-0 Saturday
and 9-6 Sunday.
Up until the fourth inning during
Friday’s game, the Redhawks had
the lead. In the fifth inning, Grand
Canyon managed to score two runs
and another three runs in the sixth
2017 MLB SEASON UNDERWAY
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
Baby Bombers: Last year the Yankees
youth movement were being referred
to the baby bombers, but there’s
nothing small about this group of
guys. Led by the second best offense
in the league, the Yankees are back,
and it doesn’t look like they are going
to let up. They are being helped by
the emergence of Aaron Judge, who
stands at 6’7”, and has been destroying
the ball at the plate. He has 13 home
runs in 28 games, the most by a
rookie to start his career. They also
have Starlin Castro, who is having a
career resurgence, hitting .358. Their
pitching has even managed to hold
it together, led by Masahiro Tanaka
and Luis Severino. The Yankees look
for real right now if they can keep
the bats going.
Nationals: The Washington
Nationals are one of the best teams in
the league, led by their offense as well.
But rather than new guys stepping up,
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inning. The game was now at a 7-7
run tie. The following inning, the
Redhawks were focused on bouncing
back from the tie.
Fighting to gain the lead once and
for all, Kyler Murphy, sophomore
catcher for the Redhawks, broke the
7-7 run tie with a two-run homer. This
was Murphy’s secondhome run of the
season. During the final two innings,
Seattle U played to secure this lead.
The following day, May 6, The
Lopes came back to the field at Brazell
determined to beat Seattle U. During
the game, GCU would pose a great
challenge to the Redhawks.
Their final score of the night, 19-0,
was Grand Canyon’s largest shutout
win since Jan. 31, 2004, when they
defeatedWestmont 21-0.
The spotlight during Saturday’s
game was on Jake Repavich, GCU
starting pitcher who managed to hold
the Redhawks to zero runs.
It took GCU three innings to score
they have older guys coming back.
After a lost year, Ryan Zimmerman
is a man on a mission. A year after
batting .218, he leads the National
League with a .420 batting average, 13
home runs, and 34 RBIs. Combined
with Bryce Harper returning for form,
they creater as formidable of a middle
of the order as there is around the
league. Harper is batting .385 with
10 home runs and 29 RBIs. These
numbers probably won’t hold all
season, but Zimmerman is on pace for
a historic year.
Old Guys Getting it Done: The
34-year-old Vargas is having a career
year for the Kansas City Royals. In six
starts he has an ERA of 1.19. It is odd
for a pitcher with acareer ERA of4.09.
At the age of 37, Albert Pujols is fourth
in the American League with 24 RBIs.
Pujols has had some down years since
coming to the Angels, but he is proving
to still be a useful player. Another
34-year-old having a breakout year is
Ervin Santana. Santana has a career
4.04 ERA, but is 5-1 this season with
Sean Sutton swings at a lowpitch.
the 19 runs. In the first inning the
Lopes completed five runs, in the
fourth inning they completed ten runs
and another four in the sixth inning.
The game lasted seven innings.
The 3rd game of the three game
series, Seattle University attempted to
win the Lopes, now 23-22 overall and
17-3 in the WAC, but fell short three
runs, 9-6.
The Redhawkskept their endurance
during the entirety of the game.
a 1.72 ERA. He is helping an upstart
Minnesota Twins team to second in
the AL Central division.
About Those Twins: One of the
biggest surprises of the new season
is the Twins who have gone from
one of the worst teams in the league,
posting a 59-103 record last year, to
a middling team, with a 15-14 start.
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During the ninth inning, the
Redhawks managed five runs. These
runs still weren’t enough to beat The
Lopes.
The three game WAC series at
Grand Canyon put The Lopes at a
24-22 overall and 18-3 in the WAC
outings and put the Redhawks at a 16-
28-1 overall and 6-12 in the WAC.
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
The 23-year-old Miguel Sano leads the
team in almost every hitting category,
hitting .300 with 8 home runs and 28
RBIs. Along with Santana, the rotation
is getting help from Hector Santiago
who is posting a 2.78 ERA.
The editormay be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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WARRIORS, CAVS ROLLING IN NBA PLAYOFFS
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
The NBA Playoffs usually bring
out some of the best, competitive
basketball of the year, but this
postseason has been a little different
Out of the 10 series that have been
completed so far, there have been four
sweeps, and just one of themhas gone
to seven games. The average point
differential per game is higher than
it has been in 10years. Even with the
series that have been better, it feels
like every game is a blowout. The
Cavaliers and Warriors have yet to
lose a game, seemingly on a collision
course for their third consecutive
NBA Finals matchup.
The Cavs easily dispatched the
Raptors in four straight games, and
only one of them was close. Lebron
James has been playing out of his
mind so far. He has shown no signs of
slowing down at the age of32, scoring
SOUNDERS DROP MLS CUP FINAL REMATCH
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
The Seattle Sounders lost last
weekends MLS Cup rematch against
TorontoFC, dropping the match 1-0.
Just a year after the Sounders won
the championship and took home the
MLS Cup, they are struggling to find
their footing. While Toronto looks
set to make a second consecutive
appearance, Seattle sits at eighth place
in the Western Conference with a
record of 2-3-4.
The lone goal of the game came
when striker Jozy Altidore scored
from the penalty spot after drawing
the penalty. He also missed a cross
goal shot earlier in the game.
The game looked like a perfect
opportunity for the Sounders to gain
some momentum, with Toronto
leaving key players at home, after
playing against Orlando just days
before. But it was a frustrating game
for the Sounders, as they failed to put
themselves in positions to score.
the second most points in the first
eight games of the playoffs in NBA
history. They will face the winner of
the Wizards-Celtics series.
The Warriors easily took care of
the Jazz on their way to a sweep.
With Kevin Durant back, they look
unstoppable with the ability to beat
their opponents so many ways. They
have arguably the three best shooters
in the league in Durant, Steph Curry
and Klay Thompson. They play the
winner of the Rockets-Spurs series.
The two current series taking place
hold some hope for excitement, as
both are tied 2-2 and have become a
best of three series.
The Celtics are taking on the
Wizards in a battle of start point
guards. Isaiah Thomas was one of
the best players all season long, and
has taken it to another level in the
playoffs, dropping 53 points in the.
second game of the series. But John
Wall took center stage as the series
It also didn’t help that they had an
early goal by Jordan Morris negated
on an offsides call, even though the
player called offsides didn’t touch the
ball. It was a questionable call as to
whether he affected the play, but the
goal didn’t count and the Sounders
never recovered.
They came out with a lot of energy,
but the call seemed to take some life
out of the team. On Altidore’s goal, he
seemed to stop running with the ball,
allowing Jair Marrufo to run into his
back, but the refgave him the call and
he found the back of the net.
The Sounders found themselves
close again, with the ball moving
around the box and finding its way
to Morris again, but he couldn’t get
all the way around on the ball, and
kicked it right to the goalkeeper.
Clint Dempsey found himself in a
similar situation, but the Toronto
defense swarmed him before he
had a chance to make a move. There
was another controversial call, with
Dempsey getting called for a handball
in the box.
PHOTO VIA DAVID RICHARD, USA TODAY SPORTS
Lebron James takes a jump shot over Norman Powell.
shifted to Washington, and he used
his speed and passing abilities to tie
up the series.
The Rockets take on the Spurs,
trying to make it to the Western
ConferenceFinals. This series pits two
MVP candidates, James Harden and
Kawhi Leonard, against each other.
These two had some memorable
moments during the regular season,
PHOTO VIA MARK BUNCH, THE CANADIAN PRESS VIA AP
Jordan Morris prepares to strike the ball.
The rest of the game didn’t yield
much. Both teams took it into each
others territory, attacking, but neither
got a good look at the goal.
This was the Sounders’ first loss at
home since last July, their first since
coach Brian Schmetzer took over.
The Sounders now have 10 points
on the season, three worse than they
had last year at this point. The team is
looking for answers but can’t find any.
Their defense is going to need to step
up if they want to raise the MLS Cup
NAY 10. 2017
and their team’s respective seasons
rely on them. Look for the Rockets to
take the series on the backof some hot
three-point shooting.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
again this year. With Dempsey and
Morris leading the charge on offense,
they should be able to score goals, but
they can’t just give them right back to
other teams.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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THE 10 BEERS YOU DRINK IN
COLLEGE
As my time as a college student comes to an end, I have been reflecting upon
all ofmy experiences the past four years and the things that I have learned. This
ranges from lessons in the classroom, to learning how to support yourself in the
world as an adult. But, after countless nights in the library and sitting behind
a desk doing work, I learned that there’s nothing like drinking an ice-coldbeer
at the end ofthe day. And since nobody wants to read another story about life
lessons somebody learned in college as they prepare to graduate, I present my
10 favorite beers I have had since coming to Seattle University.
10. Modelo: A beer that can be enjoyed anytime, year round. It’s great with
some lime on a hot day.
9. Left Hand Brewing Nitro Milk Stout: The cold winters in Seattle are the
perfect setting for a stout. This creamy beer will warm your belly when the sun
is setting at 4 p.m.
8. Outlander Chili Amber Ale: This beer is amazing, but I was only able to
have it once as the small Outlander Brewery in Fremont frequently rotates their
selection.
7. Georgetown Manny’s Pale Ale: This is a Seattle classic, available on tap at
mostbars and a cheaper, but not PBR cheap, option.
6. Pyramid Outburst Imperial IPA: This beer gives you some bang for your
buckwith an 8.5% ABV.
5. Bear Republic Racer 5 IPA: A citrusy, hoppy beer. This is one ofmy favorites,
but I can only seem to find it in 22 oz bottles, making it great to split with a friend
on a day by the lake.
4. Rainier: No description needed.
3. Deschutes Hopzeit Autumn IPA: Only available in the fall, this beer comes
and goes too fast. It is one of the tastiest beers that has graced my tastebuds.
2. Lagunitas A Lil’ Sumpin’ Sumpin’ Ale: Thisbeerhas been with me through
thick and thin. It’s my go to from one ofmy favorite breweries.
1. Fremont Summer Ale: This gets my top spot because it is both delicious,
and its return to the stores means that it is summer time in Seattle and the sun
is out. Once the clouds disappear for a few months, this tasty beverage is a
refreshing choice.
—Willy Goldstein, Sports Editor
The Spectator editorial board consists of JennaRamsey, ChristopherSalsbury, Nick Turner, TessRiski, Bill Goldstein, ShelbyBarnes, Cameron Peters, and MandyRusch. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those of the Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
OPINION
THE IMPORTANCE OF SATIRE
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) site crashed on Monday
amid a flood ofrequests from online users. The cause for commotion? A segment
on John Oliver’s satirical news show “Last WeekTonight,” which on Sunday urged
his viewers to complain to the FCC on behalf of net neutrality. At this point, it’s
difficult to dismiss shows like this as light entertainment.
When I was a kid, my parents would almost ritualistically put me to bed and
then watch The Daily Show with Jon Stewart every night at 10. On nights when
I couldn’t sleep I’d stay up and half-listen through the wall to muffled jokes about
George W. Bush and the war in Iraq, no doubt confused as to why these things
my mom complained about constantly were now making her laugh.
As a grade-schooler, I rarely had a sense of whatthe show was talking about, but
could tell—from Stewart’s exaggerated yelling and my parents’ almost screeching
laughter—that whatever it was was funny. As I got older I started watching “The
Daily Show” with them every night, and it quicklybecame one of the primary
ways I caught up on national news. Now, especially, I turn to satirical news shows
like “Last WeekTonight” as akind ofbufferbetween myselfand the unbelievable,
often upsetting, goings on in the White House.
But as John Oliver proved for the umpteenth time on Sunday, this kind of
satire isvaluable for more than just entertainment—in some cases, it can provoke
peoples attention to the point of incredible effect.
It can also serve as some of the most biting commentary, taking risks that
newspaper opinion sections often will not. The Associated Press reported last
week thatDonald Trump isclose to becoming the “most joked-about” president
in late-night television in over 25 years, according to the Center forMedia and
Public Affairs at George Mason University. And it is clearly getting under the
Trumps skin; hardly anything can be said about him without a patronizing Tweet
in response from the presidents official account.
Stewart, Oliver, Colbert and the rest of them have each denied that what they
do is journalism. And I agree; they present news that has been reported by other
people and make fun of it.' But that doesn’t minimize the importance of what
they do, nor the impact it has 6ri<the people who listen.
Above all, political satire makes people care. In my time as a consumer ofnews
media I’ve undeniablybeen most loyal to these satirists, who take informationthat
would normally be hard to swallow and transform it into something laughable.
No one should read the New York Times and watch “The Daily Show” with the
same aim, but satirical news coverage has proven—maybe especially in these last
few months—to be capable of producing more than laughter. It can inspire real
change, and we should be grateful for that right now.
—Jenna Ramsey, Editor in Chief
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DEAR PAPA
JON...
Q
Hello Papa,
• Iam unable to dressfor the Washington weather. It is
* always so cold during the day and it gets so hot by the
time Iam out ofclass... What do I do?
Sincerely,
Hot’n Bothered
Hello, Hot’n Bothered!
9
I suggest you put on layers. Put things on in the morning
that you can take off and reveal something a little
more comfortable. For this time of year al/1 you really need
is a light jacket!
Yours,
Papa Jon
Q
Hey, PAPA JON!
% Ido not know ifI can do school anymore... Ijust need
• summer to comefaster. How do I get through the end
ofthe schoolyear withoutfailing?
A
Hi, HELP!
• We are in the same boat. This hot weather is making
• me want to leave school and hang out in the sun. What
I suggest doing is go and hang out in the sun whenever you
have time off. Whether it be eating lunch in the quad or doing
yourhomework on the patio library, a little bit of sun time can
cure your summer-time anxiety. Hey, maybe even go and get a
mocktail from the Bistro!
Hang in there,
P. Jon ' ot
QYOYOYO,
Mo
This weekend is one ofmyfavorite weekends ofthe
YEAR here at SU. How do Imake sure that I have the
best timepossible?
PEACE,
Fratty SU Boy
A
Hello Mr. Frat,
q My suggestion is that you have a safe time and make
• sure that everyone is safe around you. Be sure to put
your running shoes on too (just incase you need to
run for some reason). Also, GO TO THE BISTRO! I enjoy,
more than anything, to see my fellow SU students with their
face in a large pizza and a glass of water. Finally, remember, it
is for the kids!
Work hard, play hard,
Papa Jon
by Jon Cantalini
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Leaders in the Community cohort
presents
Red Winged
Leadership Awards Dinner
Campion Ballroom, Seattle University
May 15, 2017
5:00 PM -9:00 PM
We wilt be celebrating three outstanding local Leaders with a networking
event, award reception and dinner in their honor.
Tickets for this event are available at -
winged-leadership-awards-2017-tickets-31734038363
SUBMIT OP-EDS TO THE
SPECTATOR!
SEND YOUR SUBMISSIONS TO
EDITOR@SU-SPECTATOR.COM
FOR CONSIDERATION
.-fc'
THANKS FOR READING!
SPECTATOR RY WEDNESDAY
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